The Alfvén speed and plasma beta in photospheric bright points observed by the Broadband Filter Imager (BFI) of the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) on board the Hinode satellite, are estimated seismologically. The diagnostics is based on the theory of slow magnetoacoustic waves in a non-isothermally stratified photosphere with a uniform vertical magnetic field. We identify and track bright points in a G-band movie by using the 3D region growing method, and align them with blue continuum images to derive their brightness temperatures. From the Fourier power spectra of 118 continuum light curves made in the bright points, we find that light curves of 91 bright points have oscillations with properties which are significantly different from oscillation in quiet regions, with the periods ranging 2.2-16.2 min. We find that the model gives a moderate value of the plasma beta when γ lies at around 5/3. The calculated Alfvén speed is 9.68±2.02 km s −1 , ranging in 6.3-17.4 km s −1 . The plasma beta is estimated to be of 0.93±0.36, ranging in 0.2-1.9.
INTRODUCTION
A bright point (BP) is a localized concentration of the solar photospheric magnetic flux that is passively advected and buffeted by granular flows (Manso Sainz et al. 2011) , formed at an intergranular lane. A typical BP diameter is 100-300 km whose upper limit is smaller than the width of the darker lane (Wiehr et al. 2004 ). The brightness of BP comes from a deeper and hotter layer due to the presence of the magnetic pressure (Spruit 1976; Solanki et al. 1993; Moon et al. 1998; Mathew et al. 2004 ). Depending on their positions, chains of BPs are observed as filigree, faculae, or network bright points (Wilson 1981; Carlsson et al. 2004) . BPs cover 0.19−0.88% of the solar surface and significantly contribute to the variation of the total solar irradiance (Bonet et al. 2012) .
BPs are associated with roots of spicules (Suematsu et al. 1995; Jess et al. 2012a ). The BP geometry suggests that they could act as magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) wave guides (e.g., Kim et al. 2008; Okamoto & De Pontieu 2011; Kuridze et al. 2012; Jess et al. 2012a; Srivastava et al. 2017; Shoda & Yokoyama 2018) , and thus may contribute to high atmospheric heating. Berger & Title (2001) demonstrated that G-band BPs are concentrations of the magnetic flux associated with down-flows (e.g., Fischer et al. 2009 ). The inclination angle of bright grains in the photospheric network near the solar disk center is found to be lower than 10
• (Sanchez Almeida & Martinez Pillet 1994) . The difference of diameters of BPs in the co-aligned G-band and Ca II images is a few tens of kilometer (Kühner et al. 2011; Xiong et al. 2017) , which is much smaller than the difference of the formation heights of these lines. Thus, BPs are modeled as thin vertical magnetic flux tubes of a kG field strength. Such small magnetic structures are suggested to act as effective waveguides for fast and slow magnetoacoustic waves.
Various MHD oscillations have been observed in the solar atmosphere (e.g., Nakariakov et al. 2016 ). In particular, recent studies have revealed that magnetoacoustic oscillations of magnetic flux tubes are associated with many dynamical phenomena. For example, Grant et al. (2018) observed local temperature enhancements in a sunspot, and interpreted it as the indication of the dissipation of Alfvén waves driven by upwardly propagating magnetoacoustic oscillations. Chae et al. (2014) reported that fibrils in the superpenumbra of a sunspot are powered by sunspot oscillations. Sych et al. (2009) established that 3-min quasi-periodic pulsations in a flare are triggered by a slow wave leaking from a sunspot. Jess et al. (2012a) provided evidence for the conversion of longitudinal modes to transverse by analyzing the intensity variations of BPs with displacement oscillations of the associated spicules. Shoda & Yokoyama (2018) verified this scenario by performing an one-dimensional numerical simulation. Fujimura & Tsuneta (2009) reported oscillations with the periods ranging from 4 to 9 min in nine intergranular magnetic structures observed with Hinode (Kosugi et al. 2007 )/Solar Optical Telescope (SOT, Tsuneta et al. 2008) , and performed seismology assuming that both longitudinal and transverse modes had been detected. Jess et al. (2012b) observed intensity oscillations with periods in the range of 110-600 s in the G-band and continuum obtained from the Rapid Oscillations in the Solar Atmosphere (ROSA) instrument ) available on Dunn Solar Telescope, and found that 73% of BPs and 71% of non-BPs display upwardly propagating wave phenomena. The oscillating frequencies in BPs might be different from those in non-BPs (see Figure 4 , Jess et al. 2012b) , possibly due to the presence of magnetic field that decreases the plasma beta.
In this Letter, we apply seismological diagnostics to continuum intensity oscillations in BPs observed near the solar disk center (81 ′′ , 21 ′′ ). Our technique is based on the theory of slow magnetoacoustic waves in a vertical magnetic flux embedded in a non-isothermal stratified atmosphere (Roberts 2006) . The results allow us to estimate the Alfvén speed and plasma beta, that otherwise require simultaneous measurements of the density and magnetic field strength as well as the temperature at the same location in the photosphere. The following Section provides a description of the data and tracking method. In Section 3, the Alfvén speed and plasma beta of BPs are obtained by the seismic inversion. Finally, we summarize our results. We deconvolve the stray lights in both movies by using the point spread functions (PSFs) measured during the Mercury transit on 2006-Nov-8 (Mathew et al. 2009 ). A first guess (I 1 ) is defined by the original image (I 0 ) multiplied by a convolution of a normalized image with the PSF (P ), where the normalized one represents the original image divided by a convolution of the original image (I 0 /(I 0 * P )). In other words, the initial guess can be expressed by I 1 = I 0 × ((I 0 /(I 0 * P )) * P ), where * is the convolution operator (e.g., Louis et al. 2012 ). The task is iteratively performed until I i converges. The linear fitting coefficients for I i+1 as a function of I i are calculated after each deconvolution. If the first order coefficient deviates less than 10 −3 from the unity, we take I i as an approximation of the unconvolved image. After that, we align the G-band and continuum movies separately, and adjust small offset between the G-band and continuum images by performing the alignment once again.
Each frame of the G-band movies is divided by the background intensity which is calculated from the average intensity of the large white box in Figure 1a . Then we subtract a smoothed image with 3×3 kernel with uniform weights to amplify the bright signals (Abramenko et al. 2010) . To define BPs in the G-band, (1) we apply the 3D region growing method (e.g., Xiong et al. 2016 ) by using the intensity contrast threshold of 0.05 starting from a certain position and time of a maximum contrast in the G-band movie, which gives an initial candidate of the pixel positions (black contour in Figure 1b ) of the BP as a function of time. The threshold 0.05 (5%) represents bright targets such as BP, umbral dots, and penumbral bright roots. (2) We define a sub-movie of the 81×81 pixel size, whose center is the average position of the BP (the smaller white box in Figure 1b ) and then the threshold contrast is adjusted by taking the average contrast of high gradient region where the square root of the gradient is larger than 3 sigma in the local box (green contours in Figure 1b ) (e.g., Tlatov & Pevtsov 2014; Cho et al. 2015) . As a result, we obtain the boundary of BP denoted with the blue contour as shown in the lower panels. (3) To exclude bright patches too close to the main BP, which are merging or being separated ones, we check the distribution of contrast as a function of distance in the ascending order from the maximum contrast pixel. From a certain position, if the contrast starts to increase, we exclude those pixels located outside this position. As a result, we obtain the BP boundary as noted with the red contour in Figure 1c . The maximum allowed deviation of the distance between locations of the maximum contrast in two consecutive images is √ 2 pixels. (4) Finally, we fill in the obtained pixel address with a null value, and repeat steps (1)-(3) for a next position of the maximum contrast, until the maximum value becomes lower than 0.05. Snapshots of an example BP evolution are presented in Figure 2 , showing that merging or separating patches close to the main BP are well distinguished.
To extract a BP light curve, the positions of G-band BP is overlapped on the aligned blue continuum image. In this way, we defined approximately 8000 light curves of isolated bright patches. Among them, we neglect samples inside the white circle as shown in Figure 1a to exclude umbral dots and penumbral roots, and obtain 118 BPs whose lifetime is longer than 5 min. The median size of 118 BPs is ∼20 pixels. The median length of BP light curves is 67 frames.
Any given time series of BPs has a significantly high spectral power near 30-90 s, which are difficult to filter out. Thus, for a given BP, we take 7 intensity time series by taking samples at every 7 points starting from the 1st to 7th frame from the original light curve. Then we use 2nd order derivatives of the signals to minimize the effect of the growth and decay of the BP, and subtract linear trends determined by best-fitting. As a result, 7 stationary time series are prepared whose Nyquist frequency 
is equal to (90.72 s −1 ). These re-sampled time series are averaged to obtain a BP light curve. From this, we obtain the power spectrum for a given BP.
As the continuum formation height of a BP is depressed comparing to the ambient by ∼100 km (Shelyag et al. 2010) , the plasma density in the BP could be much larger than in the quiet region. Thus, a direct comparison of the oscillation spectra in a BP and non-BP is not allowed. Instead, due to the presence of the magnetic field in a BP, it is likely that the oscillating frequency would be different from those in quiet regions. Therefore, we perform the student-t test whether the peak frequency of a given BP (f BP ) differs from the sample population of peak frequencies seen in the surrounding quiet region (non-BP region). A non-BP light curve is obtained by averaging the intensities of a surrounding region whose size is the same with the BP (typically ∼20 pixels), within the same local box. In this way, about 250 non-overlaping light curves and their power spectra are defined for a given BP. From the spectra, we determine the mean spectrum, which defines the mean (f non−BP ) and standard deviation (σ f ) of the peak frequencies of the sample population. In Figure 3 , power spectra of 20 BPs and the corresponding peak frequencies as well as those of quiet regions are presented. In most of BPs, their peak frequencies are statistically different from those of non-BPs with 99% level of confidence (|f BP −f non−BP | > 2.576σ f / √ N), where N represents the number of light curves in a non-BP region. In a few samples as in Figure 3b , 3c, 3e, 3g, 3j, two peak frequencies are statistically the same with each other, that is in contradiction to the presence of magnetic field. We find that the peak frequencies in 91 BPs out of 118 are significantly different from those in non-BPs (p−value<0.01). The peak periods of 91 BPs range 2.4-16.2 min.
Because the power spectra often show asymmetric lobes or multiple peaks around the peak frequency, we use the weighted frequency defined as f = Σ(P (f )f )/ΣP (f ), where P and f represent the power and frequency, respectively. The summation is performed over all discrete frequencies. The weighted frequencies for 91 BPs ranges 2.8-7.0 mHz (4.24±0.78 mHz).
RESULTS
We apply a seismological diagnostics based on the intensity oscillation of BPs, using the relation between the angular cutoff frequency (Ω), sound speed (c S ), and tube speed (c T ). The temperature is determined from the equation I(e hc/λk B T B,0 −1) = e hc/λk B T Q,0 −1, where I, h, c, λ, k B , T B,0 , and T Q,0 are the intensity ratio, Planck's constant, speed of light, wavelength of blue continuum (4504.5Å), Boltzmann's constant, the average temperature at the BP, and the temperature of the quiet Sun (6,000 K), respectively. The sound speed is defined as c S = γk B T B,0 /(µm H ), where γ, µ, and m H indicate the adiabatic index, mean molecular weight, and mass of hydrogen, respectively.
The angular cutoff frequency of the slow mode wave in a non-isothermal stratified atmosphere with a uniform vertical magnetic field (Roberts 2006 ) can be expressed as
where Ω, γ, and g, are 2πf cutoff , adiabatic index, and gravitational acceleration (0.274 km s −2 ), respectively; X = c 2 T /c 2 S , and Λ p = c 2 S /(γg) is the pressure scale height. The cutoff frequency represents a resonant frequency of the medium, but also acts as a high-pass filter. Thus it is likely to be lower than an observed peak frequency, which is independent of whether the oscillating medium behaves as a resonator or a filter. In previous studies, the cutoff frequency has been determined by taking a frequency at the median power in the azimuthally averaged power map of sunspot oscillations (Yuan et al. 2014) , or it has been determined from the lowest frequency with a power of three times above the noise level in the frequency range 4-9 mHz (Reznikova et al. 2012) . In this study, the cutoff frequency is determined by scaling the weighted frequency with the coefficient of 0.53 (i.e., f cutoff =0.53 f ), which is similar to the value of 0.55 used in the previous study (Cho et al. 2017 ). This value is given after a simulation with the atmospheric parameters corresponding to the height of the continuum formation. If we use the temperature, density, and magnetic field strength of 6,000 K, 10 −3.8 kg m −3 , and 1,300 G, respectively (Shelyag et al. 2010) , then Eq. (1) gives the cutoff frequency of 2.23 mHz. As a result, the scaling coefficient corresponding to the observed weighted frequency becomes 0.53 (= 2.23/4.24).
Eq. (1) is a 3rd order polynomial with respect to X and has a form Ω = Ω(Λ p , X). Three solutions with complex numbers are obtained for a given BP. Among them, we select the solutions giving c A > 0, which is satisfied by the condition with Im {X} = 0 and 0 < Re {X} < 1. Because the temperature and the cutoff frequency are obtained observationally, one can determine the tube
, and plasma beta (β = 2c 2 S /(γc 2 A ) = 2(1/X − 1)/γ) which correspond to a real value of X. The BP brightness can be changed by ambient motions of granules and may be affected by radiation from the lateral side walls. Therefore, there is a possibility of deviation for adiabatic index from 5/3. In Figure 4 , we draw the number distribution of BPs which give real solutions as a function of c A /c S and γ, to see which value of γ can give a moderate value of beta, β ∼ 1.0. It is found that a moderate beta solution can be allowed when the adiabatic index is around at γ ∼ 5/3. Hence, we use the conventional value, γ = 5/3. Eq. (1) gives two real solutions of X for a given BP with γ = 5/3, and we use the higher one. The lower one gives an extremely high plasma beta which is in contradiction to the fact that the BP is a vertical magnetic flux tube with a kG field strength. As a result, we obtain solutions of the moderate plasma beta for 70 BPs out of the 91 significant samples. Figure 5 summarises the properties of 70 analysed BP, obtained by the above technique. The mean intensities of BP light curves are higher than the background intensity. The correlation coefficient (CC) of the BP brightness and its area is 0.50 with p−value<0.01, indicating that larger BP tends to be brighter, which is consistent with the previous finding (e.g., Abramenko et al. 2010) . The cutoff frequency is found to be 2.15±0.24 mHz, ranging 1.5-2.6 mHz. The cutoff frequency does not correlate with the BP area (CC = 0.06). The sound speed is distributed in a narrow range 7.9-8.3 km s −1 (8.07±0.05 km s −1 ). The tube speed ranges in 4.9-7.4 km s −1 (6.11±0.50 km s −1 ), and the Alfvén speed in 6.3-17.4 km s −1 (9.68±2.02 km s −1 ). The plasma beta is found to range in 0.2-1.9, with the calculated average value 0.93±0.38 which is comparable to the value of 0.86±0.07 observed in pores (Cho et al. 2017) . The CCs for the tube speed, Alfvén speed, and plasma with the area of BP are 0.02, -0.04, -0.01, respectively. The significance level for the latter four CCs are approximately lower than 63%, 87%, 75%, and 94%. Hence, the null hypothesis of a zero correlation cannot be rejected, implying that the cutoff frequency, tube speed, Alfvén speed, and plasma beta do not correlated with the BP area.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We seismologically estimated MHD properties of BPs observed in continuum by their oscillations. Boundaries of BPs are determined by the 3D region growing technique with an exclusion of merging or separating bright patches during the evolution. In 118 BPs whose life time is longer than 5 min, we find that 70 oscillations are distinguished from surrounding quiet regions. The obtained peak period ranges in 2.2-16.2 min. The calculated Alfvén speed is distributed from 6.3 to 17.4 km s −1 which is comparable to the value of the sound speed. The plasma beta ranges 0.2-1.9. These values are generally consistent with the BP model developed in Shelyag et al. (2010) , which shows a moderate beta slightly above the height where c A /c S is the unity (i.e., β = 1.2). Thus, slow magnetoacoustic waves in a non-isothermal and stratified atmosphere with a uniform vertical magnetic field provide a proper interpretation for the observed continuum oscillations of BPs.
The Alfvén speed and plasma beta do not show correlations with the BP area. Using the obtained results, the plasma density in a BP could be derived when high time-cadence observations of the magnetic field become available. The developed technique could be applied to a slightly larger magnetic structure such as tiny pores (Cho et al. 2010) , which may help to improve our understanding of physical properties of solar atmospheric magnetic flux tubes of various sizes. As shown in Figure 4 , the model allows for a high beta plasma for entire range of the adiabatic index. Recent studies revealed that the adiabatic index in the solar corona are highly deviated from 5/3 (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2011; Krishna Prasad et al. 2018 ), but still difficult to measure it in the lower solar atmosphere. More precise quantification of the properties of small photospheric magnetic structures may be obtained if the adiabatic index is estimated observationally.
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